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Who
mil.len.nial
noun
plural noun: Millennials.
1. a person reaching young adulthood 
around the year 2000.
“A Generation Year.”

Are these guys?



Age: 18-30
Lifestyle: The Traveling Millennial feels the need 
and urge to explore all the world has to offer. They 
look for a deeper connection with the world and 
people around them. Traveling and being exposed 
to new experiences is extremely important to them.
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Users
The

68%
of people surveyed said they travel 
on average for 2 or more times a year.

87%
of people surveyed said enjoy taking part in

adventurous activities on trips such as hiking, 
biking, swimming, and walking tours.



plymouth, Mn
23

Valerie
occupation..............................................
hobbies.........
likes............
dislikes........
How often do you travel..............
current pack........................................
pack likes...........
pack dislikes...........

Student at uw-Stout
travel, photography, playing ukuele

functional design, bright color pops
having to check a bag, busy airports

2 - 3 times a year
osprey 34 Liter pack

good back support, quick zipper  
no padded laptop storage, no 

easy access pockets for phone, keys, moneyetc



Design a backpacking pack for the traveling millennial 
with functional storage space for electronics and 
other essentials for a long distance trip.

THE problem



the motto

safety organization sustainability
Strong material to resist against slashing.
Easy access to passport, ID, and money.

Padded, proper storage for electronics.

A TSA approved carry on size for reducing 
theft or lost bags at the airport/station.

Customizable storage compartments.
Easy access to essentials.

Long lasting materials and build.
Look to use more sustainable materials.

Multi-purpose functionality.









TSA Approved Carry On Size
Supportive Backframe

Adjustable Exterior
Drawstring Body

Padded Electronics Bag
Adjustable Dividers
Mesh Security Lining

Laptop Storage
Removable Day Pack

Aerated Compartment
Security Pocket
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come join us, 

ADVEnture Awaits.
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